ABSTRACT
Wise Negotiating Voter (Kanekawa, et al., 1989) to select one of the variant results in disagreement voting cycles.
In general, to cope with complete disagreement cases, an extra mechanism has to be added into the voting algorithm, the mechanism tries to select the most likely correct result in disagreement cases and hence has major influence on the effectiveness of voter. The mechanism and can be as simple or as comprehensive as the programmer wishes. A comprehensive mechanism can capture more correct results but this may lead to a large and complex procedure which may breach the real-time constraints of system and be more error prone.
The paper considers a class of voters, named 'predictor voters' which use execution-time information on the variants (and/or voter) to cope with multiple error scenarios. No extra or priori information about the voter or variants is used. The only underlying assumption is that the voters can be used in cyclic real-time systems where there exists some relationship between correct results from one cycle to the next. This assumption is valid in a large group of real-time control applications.
The paper is organised as follows. Section two addresses the general structure of predictor voters. Section three gives details of the implementation of first order, second order, and third order predictor voters. In section four the experimental method is explained and performance criteria for evaluating the safety and availability of voters are given. The results of safety and availability analysis of voters in multiple transient error conditions are presented in section five. Finally, some conclusions are given in section six.
PREDICTOR VOTERS

Basic idea
The majority voter cannot produce a result in cases of complete disagreement between variants or when the majority of variants are in disagreement. This decreases the effectiveness of the voting algorithm since there are situations in which two variant results are incorrect while the third result is correct (a three input voter is assumed). In these cases the majority voter discards the correct result. The majority voter can be enhanced by adding run-time acceptance tests to the decision procedure. The new voting algorithm, called predictor voter, behaves as majority voter in cases of majority consensus between the variant results but when there is no majority consensus, the voter selects the most likely variant result as the voter output.
The acceptance tests used in the predictor voters (Bass, 1996) are application based and use the cyclic nature of real-time embedded control applications. They assume that the discontinuity between consecutive variant results is small. Hence, the presence a large discontinuity is indicative of an error and has to be detected by the acceptance tests. In essence, the acceptance tests use a specific number of previous successful voter results to perform a prediction in cases of no majority consensus. The computed result, predicted value, is then used to select one of the variant results. The closest variant result to the predicted value that is within a specified threshold, named the prediction threshold, is selected as the voter output. If none of the variant results satisfy the prediction threshold, a no-result exception flag is generated. A predictor voter can be considered as a two-phase voter (Latif, et al., 2001) . Phase 1 is executed to generate an acceptable result among its redundant inputs. If it succeeds, the voting function is terminated; otherwise phase 2 is executed with the expectation that it can produce an acceptable output. Thus, phase 2 is required only when there is disagreement between variant results.
A predictor voter introduces a new threshold which is application specific and should be selected carefully for a given system. The prediction threshold must be sufficiently large to contain normal discontinuities from one voting cycle to the next one. It must be enough small to maximise the probability of containing only one variant result (within the prediction window) in cases of disagreement. The question is: 'How to implement the prediction mechanism of the predictor voters to examine the validity of voter inputs in complete disagreement cases?'. This question is answered in the following sub-section.
Prediction mechanism
In predictor voters, in cases of complete disagreement, the last (n+1) successful voter outputs, named x -1 , x -2 , x -3 and x -(n+1) , are used in the construction of an interpolating polynomial of degree n. This polynomial is then used to estimate a value (x p ) for present voting cycle. For interpolation, we use the classic Lagrange's interpolation formula, which is often used as a proof that a polynomial of degree N-1 is completely determined by N points:
VERSIONS OF PREDICTOR VOTERS
First-Order Predictor voter
In the first-order predictor voter, in cases of disagreement, the previous two successful voter results, x -1 and x -2 , are used to compute a predicted value x p . In other words, a simple linear extrapolation is used to obtain the predicted value,
The algorithm can be defined formally as follows in which the sort-based majority procedure (Latif, et al., 2000) with mid-value selection mechanism is used. (2) and P T is the predictive threshold.
Let
Second-Order Predictor Voter
In the second-order predictor voter, in cases of disagreement, the last three successful voter outputs x -1 , x -2 and x -3 are used to compute the estimated value x p . A polynomial of degree two is passed through these points to find a value for present voting cycle. Having performed calculations, x p is obtained as equation 3:
The algorithm is formally defined as the first-order predictor voter with the exception that in step 5, the estimated value is computed based on relation (3).
Third and Higher-order Predictor Voters
In the third-order predictor voter, the last four outputs of the voter x -1 , x -2 , x -3 and x -4 are used to calculate the estimated value x p . A polynomial of degree three is passed through these points to find a value for present voting cycle. The obtained function is:
In general, n th -order predictor voter uses n+1 last voter outputs to estimate a value for present voting cycle. It is expected that the third-order predictor voter, for example, estimates a more close value to the notional correct value than the first-order predictor voter and hence generate more correct results. However, it must be noted that the main drawback of polynomial interpolation is that highdegree polynomials are relatively complicated functions and may give an unexpected extrapolated value in some cases. For example, polynomials of very high-degree tend to fluctuate widely and hence produce a poor estimation values in some places. Furthermore, the time and space complexity of predictor voters increases by increasing their order which may breach the required real-time constraints of system as well its reliability. Hence, there is a trade off between the selection of the order of predictor voters, and time constraints of application.
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
Having introduced predictor voters, we compare their behaviour with that of the majority and median voters in this section. The results reported here are based on the following assumptions:
Assumptions
It is assumed:
• that the voter is used in a cyclic system where some relationship between correct results from one cycle to the next exists;
• that faults cause errors whose symptoms appear to the voter as numerical input values perturbed by varying amounts;
• that perturbations (below some predefined accuracy threshold) in voter input values are considered as acceptable inaccuracies;
• that large perturbations in voter input values are considered as errors;
• for the purposes of the results reported here, the issues associated with ensuring synchronisation of the inputs to the voter is ignored;
• there exists some "notional correct result", which can be calculated from the current inputs and system state, based on the history of previous system states;
• the "notional correct result" is the desired voter result even where voter inputs are erroneous; • a comparator is used to check for agreement between the notional correct result and the voter output; and • an accuracy threshold is used, in the comparator, to determine if the distance between the notional variant result and the voter output is within acceptable limits.
Error model
Each voter input is defined as a member of a tuple; {c, ε ±, A T ±}; in application specific value units.
Where, c is the notional correct value of each voting cycle, ε +/ ε -is the predefined upper/lower voter threshold (in those voters that depend on thresholds to perform inexact voting), and A T ± is the upper/lower accuracy threshold. This represents a simplified version of the error model presented in (Bass, et al., 1996) . The voter is tested in a triple modular redundant configuration, as shown in Figure  1, 
Fig. 1. Experimental harness
One notional correct result is produced by the input generator in each test cycle. This sequence of numbers simulates identical correct results generated by redundant variants. Copies of the notional correct result are presented to each saboteur, in every cycle. The saboteurs can be programmed to introduce selected variant error amplitudes, according to selected random distributions. In a given set of tests one, two or three saboteurs may be activated to simulate variant result errors on the voter inputs.
Experimental Scenarios
The three-input voters tested are: inexact majority voter, median voter, and the first three versions of predictor voters (first-order, second-order, and thirdorder predictors). The performance of voters is dependent on many parameters such as: input profile, the frequency of input data arrival, the magnitude and type of injected errors, error distribution, number of perturbed inputs, and the value of selected thresholds. Various scenarios can be constructed by different combination of these parameters. The parameters used in this work are as follows:
• Input to variants: u(t) = 100.sin(t)+100 sampled at 0.1 sec.
• Voter-threshold value, ε = 0.5.
• Accuracy-threshold value, A T = 0.5.
• Prediction threshold is set to a fixed value.
• • All variants are perturbed using a random generator with uniform distribution with maximum amplitude varies from -8 to 8 (-8 <e max <8). Amplitude of errors varies, in fact, from 0% to 12.5% of the peak input signal value to cover applications with low-faulty modules to those with high-faulty modules.
A TMR system using an inexact voter produces either an agreed value or no-result (an exception code). For the agreed case, the result may be correct or incorrect. For the disagreement case the result may be generated from the correct interpretation of voter or incorrect operation of voter. Having performed n voting actions, the voter output vector consists of the number of agreed outputs (n a ), the number of correct outputs (n c ), the number of incorrect outputs (n ic ), the number of correct disagreed outputs (n dc ), and incorrect disagreed outputs (n dic ) defines the complete behaviour of a voter. The elements of this vector can be used to define performance measures of a voter (Bennett and Latif, 1999) .
Performance Criteria
In this paper two performance criteria are used: normalised correct results (the ratio of correct outputs to the whole number of runs; n c / n), and normalised incorrect results (the ratio of incorrect results to the total number of runs; n ic / n). The measure n c / n represents the capability of a voter in producing correct results; higher values of this measure are desirable. In this paper, this measure is regarded as the 'availability measure' for evaluating a voter behaviour; A=n c / n . The ratio n ic / n is a measure of catastrophic outputs. From a safety point of view the smallest number of incorrect outputs which is consistent with small ratio of n ic / n is desirable. This ratio can be a good performance criterion to evaluate a voter used in a safety-critical system in which incorrect results are unacceptable. However, for consistency, we used S = (1-n ic / n) as the 'safety measure'. Hence, the vector (S , A) describes the performance of voters in this paper. Figure 2 shows the safety plot of voters versus error amplitude in the presence of multiple transient errors.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Safety and Availability Analysis
In each test (including 10 4 voting cycles) about 800-810 cycles are randomly perturbed and the ability of voters in coping with these errors is examined. The figure shows that the shape of the safety plots of majority and predictor voters differ from the plot of the median voter. The majority voter always produces better safety (a small number of incorrect outputs) than the other voters but as Figure 3 shows this is at the cost of lower availability, that is it also produces fewer correct outputs.
From Figure 2 it is clearly seen that for small errors first and second order predictor voters have a lower safety than the median voter and yet as Figure 3 shows they also have a lower availability, hence there is no point in choosing such voters unless the error amplitude is large. 
Fig. 2. Safety performance of selected voters in triple error scenarios for transient errors
As Figures 2 and 3 show, the third-order predictor voter gives increased availability compared to the majority voter at the cost of a small decrease in safety. Moreover, for small errors (where e max <~ 1), the majority, median, and third order predictor voters give very close safety performance; their safety behaviour diverges after this point.
Our other experiments with different input profiles and various voter parameters justified this observation. It can be concluded that for very small errors, the median voter, due to its structural simplicity and acceptable behaviour (in terms of producing correct and incorrect outputs), is preferred; using the majority voter or the predictor voters are not beneficial in such conditions. We carried out other experiments in various transient multiple errors to obtain more realistic safety values. In particular, we tested the voters in the following 'error scenarios' for 10 5 runs: The safety values of voters in these scenarios are shown only for case e max =2 in = 0.999,999,966 (0.9 7 ) if one error occurs every 999,999,9 cycles and so on. They also show the ranking order of voters in terms of safety in the presence of multiple errors.
Safety Versus Availability Analysis
The results of the previous two sections show that the safety measure of a voter is generally the inverse of the availability measure. Algorithms such as majority voter with high level of safety have generally low level of availability and voters such as median give high level of availability at the cost of low safety. Predictor voters have compromise behaviour between the two groups and can cope with medium and large 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper addressed the benefits of predictor voters in fault tolerant systems. They use execution-time information of the voter to select the most likely correct variant result as the voter output. Three versions of predictor voters were implemented and their safety and availability performance in multiple error conditions were compared with the performance of two selected base line voters (majority and median voters). Since in reality, the probability of occurrence of transient errors is more than that of the permanent or intermittent errors, the performance investigation was carried out with transient errors. The experimental results showed that while higher order predictor voters give higher level of safety than the lower order predictor voters, they all have compromise safety behaviour between the majority (with the highest safety property) and median (with the poorest safety nature) voters. Also, second-order predictor voter with errors e max >~3 and all the predictor voters with order 3 and above have better availability performance than the baseline voters. The most benefit of predictor voters is achieved with nonsmall (where e max >~1); since with small errors the safety and availability level of even the highest order predictor voter is similar to those of the base line voters. In the examined error scenarios, the experimental results showed that the third-order predictor voter with about 1% lower safety than the majority voter, gives about 2.5% more availability than that voter and produces smaller number of benign outputs. These results justify that predictor voters are suitable for use in applications in which maintaining as longer time of correct functionality as possible is the main concern, even at the cost of producing some extra incorrect outputs. 
